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Abstract. The parameters of a linear code C over GF.q/ are given by [n;k;d], where n denotes the length, k the
dimension and d the minimum distance of C. The code C is called MDS, or maximum distance separable, if the
minimumdistanced meetstheSingletonbound, i.e.d D n¡kC1. Unfortunately, theparametersofanMDScode
are severely limited by the size of the ﬁeld. Thus we look for codes which have minimum distance close to the
Singleton bound. Of particular interest is the class of almost MDS codes, i.e. codes for which d D n ¡k. We will
present a condition on the minimum distance of a code to guarantee that the orthogonal code is an almost MDS
code. This extends a result of Dodunekov and Landgev [3]. Evaluation of the MacWilliams identities leads to a
closed formula for the weight distribution which turns out to be completely determined for almost MDS codes up
tooneparameter. Asaconsequenceweobtainsurprisingcombinatorialrelationsinsuchcodes. Thisleads, among
other things, to an answer to a question of Assmus and Mattson [1] on the existence of self-dual [2d;d;d]-codes
which have no code words of weight d C 1. Actually there are more codes than Assmus and Mattson expected,
but the examples which we know are related to the expected ones.
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1. Defect of Codes
The defect def.C/ of a code C measures how far C is away from being MDS. It restricts
the parameters n, k and d of C given the size q of the ﬁeld. We show how the defect of C
and C? are related. Furthermore we prove that the ﬁrst non-trivial def.C/Cdef
¡
C?¢
¡1
coefﬁcients in the weight distribution of C determine the distribution completely.
DEFINITION 1 Let C be an [n;k;d]-code.
(a) def.C/ :D n C 1 ¡ k ¡ d is called the defect of C.
(b) We say that C is an AsMDS code, if s D def.C/.
An A0MDS code is an MDS code and an A1MDS code is also called an almost MDS
code or AMDS code. Such codes have been considered in [2] and [3]. Natural examples
of AsMDS codes may be found in the class of algebraic-geometric codes which arise from
curves of genus g D s [7].
* In partial fulﬁllment of his thesis.342 FALDUM AND WILLEMS
LEMMA 2 Let C be an [n;k;d] AsMDS code over GF.q/. Then we have
(a) If k ¸ 2, then d · q .s C 1/.
(b) If k ¸ 3 and d D q .s C 1/, then s C 1 · q.
Proof.
(a) Suppose d > q .s C 1/. Then, by the Griesmer bound
n ¸
k¡1 X
iD0
»
d
qi
¼
¸ d C s C 2 C k ¡ 2 D n C 1:
(b) If k ¸ 3 and d D q .s C 1/, then
d C k C s ¡ 1 D n ¸
k¡1 X
iD0
»
d
qi
¼
¸ d C s C 1 C
»
s C 1
q
¼
C k ¡ 3:
Hence s C 1 · q.
For further study, the weight hierarchy deﬁned by V. K. Wei [8] is a powerful tool.
DEFINITION 3 Let C denote an [n;k;d]-code.
(a) For r in f1;:::;kgthe rth generalized Hamming weight of C is deﬁned by
dr :D dr .C/ :D minfjsupp Dj j D is an r-dimensional subcode of Cg;
where supp D :D fi j there exists .x1;:::;xn/2D with xi 6D 0g is the support of D.
(b) d1 · d2 ·¢¢¢·d k is called the weight hierarchy of C.
Note that d D d1 is simply the minimum distance of C. Furthermore d1 < d2 < ¢¢¢<d k
by ([8], Thm 1). In the sequel we may always assume that dk D n; otherwise all vectors of
C have a zero at a certain position and we can shorten the code.
PROPOSITION 4 Let C be an [n;k;d]-code. Let d1 < d2 < ¢¢¢ < d k be the weight
hierarchy of C. If r0 C 1 D min
©
r j dj D n ¡ k C j for all j ¸ r
ª
, then the dual code C?
is an Ar0MDS code.
Proof. Let d?
1 < ¢¢¢<d?
k denote the weight hierarchy of C?. By MacWilliams duality
([8], Thm 3), we have
©
d?
1 ;:::;d?
n¡k
ª
Df1;:::;ngnfnC1¡d i ji D1;:::;kg:CODES OF SMALL DEFECT 343
Thus by deﬁnition of r0 we get,
d?
1 D n C 1 ¡ .n ¡ k C r0/ D k ¡ r0 C 1:
On the other hand
d?
1 D n C 1 ¡ .n ¡ k/ ¡ def
¡
C?¢
D k C 1 ¡ def
¡
C?¢
:
Hence r0 D def
¡
C?¢
.
COROLLARY 5 Let C be an [n;k;d]-code with def.C/ ¸ 1. Then C? is an almost MDS
code if and only if d2 D d C def.C/ C 1.
Proof. Suppose C? is an almost MDS code. Then by Proposition 4,
d2 D n ¡ k C 2 D d C def.C/ C 1:
Conversely, if d2 D d Cdef.C/C1, then di D d Cdef.C/C.i ¡ 1/ D n ¡k Ci for all i
in f2;:::;kg. Thus r0 · 1 where r0 has the same meaning as in Proposition 4. Since C is
not MDS, C? is not MDS and we get r0 D 1.
COROLLARY 6 Suppose C is an [n;k;d] almost MDS code. Then C? is an almost MDS
code if and only if d2 D d C 2.
THEOREM 7 Let C be an [n;k;d] AsMDS code over GF.q/ with s ¸ 1.I fd>qs, then
C? is an almost MDS code.
Proof. As the weight hierarchy is a strictly increasing sequence, we have d2 D d2 .C/ ·
n ¡ .k ¡ 2/ D d C s C 1. Suppose that d2 · d C s. Let D be a subcode of C with
d2 D jsupp Dj. Then D i sa[ j supp Dj;2;d¤]-code with d¤ ¸ d and
def.D/ D jsupp Dj C 1 ¡ 2 ¡ d¤ · d C s ¡ 1 ¡ d D s ¡ 1:
Hence by Lemma 2, d¤ · qs contradicting the assumption d > qs. This proves that
d2 D d Cs C1 D d Cdef.C/C1. Therefore by Corollary 5, C? is an almost MDS code.
Specializing s D 1 in the above Theorem says that the dual of an almost MDS code is
again an almost MDS code if d > q. This is exactly Theorem 3.4 in [3].
COROLLARY 8 LetC bean[n;k;d]AsMDScodeoverGF.q/. Supposek ¸ 2andd > qs.
Then
(a) n · d C 2q for s D 1 and
(b) k · q,n · .q C1/.sC2/¡3for s ¸ 2.
Proof. Let s ¸ 1. By Theorem 7, C? is an almost MDS code. First suppose s D 1.
Note that n ¡ k D d > q ¸ 2. Thus by Lemma 2 applied to C?, k · 2q and therefore344 FALDUM AND WILLEMS
n D k C d C s ¡ 1 · d C 2q. Finally let s ¸ 2. If k > q, then by Theorem 7, we obtain
that C D C?? is also an almost MDS code, hence s D 1, a contradiction. Thus k · q and
by Lemma 2,
n D k C d C s ¡ 1 · q C q .s C 1/ C s ¡ 1 D .q C 1/.sC2/¡3:
If in the Corollary above s ¸ 2, d > qs and n D .q C 1/.sC2/¡3, then d D q .s C 1/
and k D q. Codes with these extreme parameters will be classiﬁed in [9]. For s D 1;d > q
and n D d C 2q or n D d C 2q ¡ 1 the classiﬁcation has been done by M. de Boer in [2].
THEOREM 9 Let C be an [n;k;d] AsMDS code and let C? be an [n;n ¡k;d?] As?
MDS
code over GF.q/. Suppose that s ¸ 1. Then the weight distribution A0; A1;:::;A n of C
satisﬁes
An¡d?Cr D
n¡d X
jDd?
µ
j
d? ¡ r
¶Ã
j X
iDd?
.¡1/i¡d?Cr
µ
j ¡ d? C r
j ¡ i
¶!
An¡j
C
µ
n
d? ¡ r
¶ r¡1 X
iD0
.¡1/i
µ
n ¡ d? C r
i
¶
.qk¡d?Cr¡i ¡ 1/
for r D 1;:::;d?.
In particular, Ad;:::;A n¡d? completely determine the weight distribution of C.
To begin with the proof of Theorem 9 we need a Lemma.
LEMMA 10 If
M D
µµ
j
i
¶¶
i;jD0;1;:::;k
;
then
M¡1 D
µ
.¡1/j¡i
µ
j
i
¶¶
i;jD0;1;:::;k
where i labels the rows and j the columns.
Proof. We have to prove that M¡1M D I which means
k X
rD0
.¡1/r¡i
µ
r
i
¶µ
j
r
¶
D ±ij for all i; j D 0;1;:::;k: (1)
Now if z D y C 1, then
z j D .y C 1/j D
j X
rD0
µ
j
r
¶
yr D
j X
rD0
µ
j
r
¶
.z ¡ 1/r D
j X
rD0
r X
iD0
µ
j
r
¶µ
r
i
¶
.¡1/r¡i zi:CODES OF SMALL DEFECT 345
A comparison of the coefﬁcients on the left and the right hand side proves the assumption
above.
We now prove Theorem 9: Using the MacWilliams identities ([6], page 226)
n¡r X
iD0
µ
n ¡ i
r
¶
Ai D qk¡r
r X
iD0
µ
n ¡ i
r ¡ i
¶
A?
i for r D 0;:::;n
we get
n¡r X
iDd
µ
n ¡ i
r
¶
Ai D qk¡r
µ
n
r
¶
¡
µ
n
r
¶
D
¡
qk¡r ¡ 1
¢
µ
n
r
¶
for r D 0;:::;d?¡1.
Note that d? ¡ 1 D n ¡ .n ¡ k/ ¡ s? D k ¡ s? · k D n C 1 ¡ d ¡ s · n ¡ d.
Thus in terms of matrices we have
µ ³¡j
r
¢´
r;jD0;:::;d?¡1
³¡j
r
¢´
rD0;:::;d?¡1
jDd?;:::;n¡d
¶
0
B
@
An
: : :
Ad
1
C
A D
0
B
B
@
¡
qk ¡ 1
¢¡ n
0
¢
: : : ³
qk¡d?C1¡1
´¡ n
d?¡1
¢
1
C
C
A
where j labels the columns and r the rows.
Put A :D
³
.¡1/j¡r¡j
r
¢´
r;jD0;:::;d?¡1
and B :D
³¡j
r
¢´
rD0;:::;d?¡1
jDd?;:::;n¡d
.
Applying Lemma 10 yields the equation
¡
Id? AB
¢
0
B
@
An
: : :
Ad
1
C
AD A
0
B
B
@
¡
qk ¡1
¢¡ n
0
¢
: : : ³
qk¡d?C1¡1
´¡ n
d?¡1
¢
1
C
C
A:
For 0 · r < d? · j · n ¡ d the entry at place .r; j/ in the matrix .Id?jAB/is
d?¡1 X
iD0
.¡1/i¡r
µ
i
r
¶µ
j
i
¶
D
n¡d X
iD0
.¡1/i¡r
µ
i
r
¶µ
j
i
¶
¡
n¡d X
iDd?
.¡1/i¡r
µ
i
r
¶µ
j
i
¶
D ±r;j ¡
n¡d X
iDd?
.¡1/i¡r
µ
i
r
¶µ
j
i
¶
D¡
n ¡ d X
i D d ?
. ¡ 1 / i ¡ r
µ
i
r
¶µ
j
i
¶
D¡
j X
i D d ?
. ¡ 1 / i ¡ r
µ
i
r
¶µ
j
i
¶
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Thus for r D 0;:::;d?¡1 we obtain
An¡r C
n¡d X
jDd?
Ã
¡
j X
iDd?
.¡1/i¡r
µ
i
r
¶µ
j
i
¶!
An¡j D
d?¡1 X
jD0
.¡1/j¡r
µ
j
r
¶µ
n
j
¶
.qk¡j ¡ 1/;
or equivalently
An¡d?Cr D
n¡d X
jDd?
j X
iDd?
.¡1/i¡d?Cr
µ
i
d? ¡ r
¶µ
j
i
¶
An¡j
C
d?¡1 X
jD0
.¡1/j¡d?Cr
µ
j
d? ¡ r
¶µ
n
j
¶
.qk¡j ¡ 1/
D
n¡d X
jDd?
j X
iDd?
.¡1/i¡d?Cr
µ
i
d? ¡ r
¶µ
j
i
¶
An¡j
C
r¡1 X
iD0
.¡1/i
µ
d? ¡ r C i
d? ¡ r
¶µ
n
d? ¡ r C i
¶
.qk¡d?Cr¡i ¡ 1/
D
n¡d X
jDd?
µ
j
d? ¡ r
¶Ã
j X
iDd?
.¡1/i¡d?Cr
µ
j ¡ d? C r
j ¡ i
¶!
An¡j
C
µ
n
d? ¡ r
¶ r¡1 X
iD0
.¡1/i
µ
n ¡ d? C r
i
¶
.qk¡d?Cr¡i ¡ 1/:
In the last section we need the following.
DEFINITION 11 Let C be an [n;k;d] code over GF.q/. Then we deﬁne the extension code
Ce as the code generated by C over the extension ﬁeld GF.qe/.
PROPOSITION 12 C and Ce have the same parameters n, k and d.
Proof. NotethatageneratormatrixofC isalsoageneratormatrixofCe sincetherankofa
matrixdoesnotchangebyﬁeldextension. ThusdimGF.q/ C D dimGF.qe/ Ce. Aparity-check
matrix H of C is also a parity-check matrix of Ce. Since d is the largest natural number r
such that each .n ¡ k;r ¡ 1/ submatrix of H has rank r ¡ 1, the minimum distance of Ce
equals d.
2. Dually AMDS Codes
DEFINITION 13 A code C is called a dually AMDS code if 1 D def.C/ D def
¡
C?¢
.
These codes are called near MDS codes in [2] and [3]. The authors prefer “dually” since
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Dually AMDS codes have nice properties. In particular, up to a multiple, there is a
natural correspondence between the minimum weight vectors of C and C? which follows
immediately from our next result.
PROPOSITION 14 Let C be a dually AMDS code. Then for every minimum weight vector
c in C there exists, up to a multiple, a unique minimum weight vector c? in C? such that
supphci\supp
­
c?®
D; . In particular, the number of code words of minimum weight in C
and C? are equal.
Proof. Let [n;k;d] be the parameters of C, hence d D n ¡ k. Let h1;:::;hn denote
the columns of a parity-check matrix H for C. Write c D .c1;:::;c n/and suppose that
cj 6D 0 for exactly j 2fj 1;:::;j dg. This implies that the columns hj1;:::;hj d are linearly
dependent. Clearly, hj1;:::;hj d¡1 are linearly independent. As rank H D n ¡ k D d,
we ﬁnd a column hl = 2f h j 1;:::;hj dgsuch that dim
­
hj1;:::;hj d¡1;hl
®
D d. Thus there
exists c? D
¡
c?
1 ;:::;c ?
n
¢
2C? with c?
l D 1 and c?
j1 D ¢¢¢ Dc ?
j d¡1 D0. As ci D 0 for
i = 2fj 1;:::;j dg, we obtain
0 D
­
c;c?®
D
n X
iD1
cic?
i D cjdc?
jd:
Consequently c?
jd D 0a sc j d 6D 0. Thus supp
­
c?®
µf 1 ;:::;ngnfj 1;:::;j dg. Since C, C?
are AMDS codes, we have d? D n ¡ .n ¡ k/ D k. Hence 0 6D c? 2 C? is a minimum
weight vector of C?. Finally, supphci \ supp
­
c?®
D;by construction.
As a special case of Theorem 9 we have
COROLLARY 15 If C is an [n;k;d] dually AMDS code over GF.q/ then we have
AdCr D
µ
n
k ¡ r
¶ r¡1 X
iD0
.¡1/i
µ
d C r
i
¶
.qr¡i ¡ 1/ C .¡1/r
µ
k
r
¶
Ad
for r D 1;:::;k.
Proposition 14 and Corollary 15 immediately yield
COROLLARY 16 A [2d;d;d] dually AMDS code is formally self-dual.
Finally we get the design of dually AMDS codes on d C 1 positions.
PROPOSITION 17 Let C be an [n;k;d] dually AMDS code. Given any d C1 positions, then
there exists, up to a multiple, exactly one code word of weight d or d C 1 with support in
the given positions.
Proof. According to Corollary 5, d2 .C/ D d C2. Therefore no two linearly independend
code words with support in d C 1 positions can be found. On the other hand
µ
n
k ¡ 1
¶
D
1
q ¡ 1
.kAd CAdC1/
D jffj1;:::;j dC1gj906D c 2 C with supphci µ fj1;:::;j dC1ggj
· jffj1;:::;j dC1gjjfj1;:::;j dC1gj D d C 1gj D
µ
n
d C 1
¶
D
µ
n
k ¡ 1
¶
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This proves the statement of the Proposition.
3. A Question of Assmus and Mattson
The preceding section motivates the question about code words of weight d C1. Moreover,
the nonexistence of such code words determines the number of code words with minimum
weight and therefore the complete weight distribution by Corollary 15. Furthermore these
codesleadtoupperSteinersystems. Unfortunatelythissituationcannotoccurveryoftenas
the next Proposition shows. Assmus and Mattson stated that the binary [8;4;4] (extended)
Hamming code and the ternary [12;6;6] (extended) Golay code are, presumably, the only
two such codes which are self-dual ([1], Remark 3.1). This is indeed the case if in addition
the code has no words of weight d C 2.
PROPOSITION 18 Let C be an [n;k;d] dually almost MDS code over GF.q/.I f dC 1 is
not a prime and k ¸
p
2q C 1, then AdC1 6D 0.
To prove the Proposition above we need a Deﬁnition and some Lemmas.
DEFINITION 19 Let X beasetwithn elements. LetU beasystemofsubsetseachcontaining
d elements, such that any set of t elements in X contains exactly one U in U. Then U is
called an U .t;d;n/ upper Steiner system.
LEMMA 20 Let U be an U .t;d;n/ upper Steiner system. For t · i · n let Si be a subset
of X with i elements. Denote
¸i :D jfU 2 U j U µ Sigj:
Then
¸i D
¡i
t
¢
¡i¡d
t¡d
¢ D
i!.t ¡ d/!
.i ¡ d/!t!
:
In particular the fraction above is an integer for each i in ft;:::;ng.
Proof.
¡i
t
¢
is the number of possibilities to choose a subset of Si with t elements. Each
subset contains exactly one U of U. On the other hand we have to consider how many
subsets with t elements include the same U of U. If we take any set U of U in Si, we may
selectt ¡d elementsfromtheremainingi ¡d elementsin Si. Thereare
¡i¡d
t¡d
¢
possibilities.
LEMMA 21 Let U be an U .d C 1;d;n/ upper Steiner system. Then n < d C p where p
denotes a prime dividing d C 1.
Proof. Since d C 1 is divisible by p
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Therefore p doesn’t divide
.dCp/!
.dC1/! and ¸dCp D
.dCp/!1!
p!.dC1/! is not an integer. According to
Lemma 20, n < d C p.
Now we are ready to prove Proposition 18: We assume AdC1 D 0. Because of Proposition
17 the supports of the code words with minimal weight form an U .d C 1;d;n/ upper
Steiner system. Let p denote the smallest prime dividing d C 1. As d C 1 is not a prime,
p ·
p
d C 1. By Lemma 2 and Lemma 21,
d C k D n < d C p · d C
p
d C 1 · d C
p
2q C 1:
This contradicts k ¸
p
2q C 1.
As a special case of Proposition 18 we have the following.
PROPOSITION 22 Let C be a [2d;d;d] dually AMDS code with no code words of weight
d C 1. Then d C 1 is a prime.
Proof. Let p denote the smallest prime dividing d C 1. As in the preceding proof
2d D n < d C p · d C .d C 1/. Therefore p D d C 1.
To answer the question of Assmus and Mattson we need the next Proposition.
PROPOSITION 23 Let C be an [n;k;d] dually AMDS code over GF.q/ with no code words
of weight d C 1.I fC eis the extension code over GF.qe/ as in Deﬁnition 11, then Ce is an
[n;k;d] dually AMDS code with no code words of weight d C 1 as well.
Proof. By Proposition 12, Ce is an [n;k;d] dually AMDS code. Suppose there is a code
word ce in Ce with w.ce/ D d C 1. According to Proposition 17, there exists c in C with
supphci µ supphcei. Applying Proposition 17 to Ce, c is a multiple of ce. Therefore
w.c/ D d C 1 contradicting the assumption of the Proposition.
EXAMPLE 24 Let e ¸ 2 be a natural number.
(a) LetC bethebinary[8;4;4](extended)HammingCode. NotethatC hasnocodewords
of weight 5 and 6 ([5], chap. 19, §1). By Proposition 23, Ce is a self-dual [8;4;4] code
over GF.2e/ with no code words of weight 5. Observe that
G D
0
B
B
@
01010101
11110000
00111100
10101010
1
C
C
A
is a generator matrix of C. Choose a in GF.2e/ with a 6D 0;1. Then the sum of the
ﬁrst row with the a-multiple of the second row yields a code word of weight 6.350 FALDUM AND WILLEMS
(b) Let C be the ternary [12;6;6] (extended) Golay Code. C has no code words of weight
7 and 8 ([5], chap. 19, §1). By Proposition 23, Ce is a self-dual [12;6;6] code over
GF.3e/ with no code words of weight 7.
G D
0
B
B
B
B
B
B
@
100000111110
010000012212
001000101222
000100210122
000010221012
000001122102
1
C
C
C
C
C
C
A
is a generator matrix of C ([4], §4.3). Choose a in GF.3e/ with a 6D 0;1;2. Then, as
in (a), we ﬁnd a code word in Ce of weight 8.
THEOREM 25 Let C be a [2d;d;d] dually AMDS code. If C has no code words of weight
d C 1 and d C 2 then C is the binary [8;4;4] (extended) Hamming code or the ternary
[12;6;6] (extended) Golay code.
Proof. By Corollary 15, we have
0 D AdC1 D
µ
2d
d ¡ 1
¶
.q ¡ 1/ ¡ dA d
and
0 D AdC2 D
µ
2d
d ¡ 2
¶
.q2 ¡ 1 ¡ .d C 2/.q ¡ 1// C
µ
d
2
¶
Ad:
An easy calculation now yields d D 2q. Thus C i sa[ 4 q;2 q;2 q] code over GF.q/ and
the assertion of the Theorem follows by Corollary 3 of [2].
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